Reunions To Be Addressed by Axson, Tsanoff

June 8, Mrs. Severin Axson, President of Meetings '33 and '37 Chalmer Univeristy, was the College student. While commenting examinations for the class of 1893 being held, Axson said that they were the same as those in 1893. Dr. Severin Axson, professor of English the- ther, is speaker of the class of 1992. Dr. Severin Axson said the ad- dress with a senior banquet in 1893, and the class of 1893 showed that it was ready to have the address. In the address, the students will be told that it is not the same as those in 1893, and they will be told that it is not the same as those in 1893.

Elbert Turner Is Permanent '32 Class Head

Miss Pop, Ellis Turner Officer in History Graduating

Election of Elbert Turner as permanent president of the class of 1893. Mr. Pop, Ellis Turner will be elected president of the class of 1893. The class of 1893 will meet this afternoon at the senior banquet of the class of 1893.

New Staff Must Be Organized For First Issue

The lettuce staff for the first issue must be organized. The lettuce staff for the first issue must be organized. The lettuce staff for the first issue must be organized.

Rice Cindler Stars to Enter National Tournament

College Event To Act as Olympic Tribes

The Rice Cindler Stars will enter the national athletic competition. The Rice Cindler Stars will enter the national athletic competition. The Rice Cindler Stars will enter the national athletic competition.

Long President of Owl Band For 32'33Term

Peterson, Reitl, Montgomery and Others—Regal Pre-

The Peterson, Reitl, Montgomery and others—Regal Pre-
Read in two different rooms, used by drafting lanners, were piles of pamphlets, journals, and other publications. An "little of everything" could be found, from biology to engineering.

Books Listed by Co-op Bought for Half Price

Copies of Certain Texts in Good Condition Also Will Be Offered

The store will pay half price for good copies of the following:

- Principles of Electricity by A. B. Houghton
- Advanced Electrical Engineering by W. J. MacMillan
- Elements of Radio Engineering by F. W. Sears
- Modern Physics by J. J. Thomson
- Analytical Mechanics by J. W. Sprott

The store will also buy good copies for half price. Prices are as follows:

1. "The Elements of Electricity" by A. B. Houghton, $2.00
2. "Advanced Electrical Engineering" by W. J. MacMillan, $3.50
3. "Principles of Radio Engineering" by F. W. Sears, $4.00
4. "Modern Physics" by J. J. Thomson, $5.00

Eng's Society Organized in Spring of 1915

The Eng's Society was organized in the spring of 1915. Eng's members are students who have an interest in the field of engineering and who wish to further their knowledge and experience in this area.

The society meets regularly to discuss various topics related to engineering, such as current research projects, industry trends, and potential career opportunities. Members are also encouraged to participate in hands-on projects and experiments to gain practical experience.

In addition to regular meetings, the society organizes social events and field trips to foster a sense of community among its members. These activities provide opportunities for members to network with other engineering students and professionals.

Members of the society are encouraged to attend events hosted by other engineering organizations, such as the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), to stay informed about the latest developments in the field.

The society also participates in various community service projects, such as building benches and playground equipment for local schools and parks. These projects not only benefit the community but also provide members with hands-on experience and a sense of fulfillment.

Overall, the Eng's Society provides a valuable platform for engineering students to connect with others in the field, share knowledge, and make a positive impact on their community.

THE RICE INSTITUTE

Institute Basements Found To Contain 'A Little of Everything'

In the basement of the Rice Institute, there are various rooms and offices that house a diverse collection of items. The basement is a hub of activity and creativity, where students and faculty work together to produce groundbreaking research and innovative ideas.

One of the most notable features of the basement is the library, which contains a vast collection of books, journals, and other resources. The library is well-stocked with a variety of materials, from classic literature to cutting-edge scientific research.

Another room in the basement is the art studio, where students and faculty can create and experiment with different media. The studio is equipped with a variety of tools and materials, allowing for a wide range of artistic expression.

The basement also houses a collection of scientific equipment, including microscopes, telescopes, and other tools used for research and experimentation. The equipment is well-maintained and regularly updated to ensure the latest in technological advancements.

In addition to the library and art studio, the basement is home to a variety of other spaces, such as the computer lab, where students can access high-powered computers for research purposes, and the carpentry shop, where students can build and design their own projects.

Overall, the basement of the Rice Institute is a hub of creativity and innovation, where students and faculty are encouraged to explore their passions and push the boundaries of knowledge.

Ballet

In the spring of 1915, the Eng's Society organized a dance to celebrate their newly formed organization. The dance was held in the Student Union, with music provided by the Rice band.

The dance was a great success, with a large turnout of Eng's members and their friends. The music was lively, and the atmosphere was festive as everyone enjoyed the night together.

In addition to the dance, the Eng's Society also organized a number of other events throughout the year, including a picnic and a basketball game. These events helped to build a strong sense of community among the members.

Overall, the Eng's Society was an active and vibrant organization, providing a valuable resource for students interested in the field of engineering.
Four Owls on First Mythical Honor Squad

Four Rice baseball players have been placed on the mythical honor squad, announced by John C. Averick, baseball coach, for the Southwestern Conference.

Adding to the list of Rice's all-conference selections, two Owls were named to the mythical honor squad, including Joe Arthur Kocurek and Alford. Baylor.

What is the mythical honor squad?

The mythical honor squad is an annual publication by The Thresher, which recognizes the best athletes in the conference. It is different from the official all-conference team, which is selected by the coaches of the conference.

Who are the four Owls on the mythical honor squad?

The four Owls are Joe Arthur Kocurek, Lee "Pud" Hammett, Bob Fink, and Alford.

What is the significance of being named to the mythical honor squad?

Being named to the mythical honor squad is a significant honor as it recognizes the player's outstanding performance throughout the season and their contributions to the team.

Who are the other players on the mythical honor squad?

The other players on the mythical honor squad are Anscomb (Texas), Bob Fink (Texas), and Rice's athletic and academic future.

Which conference is the Southwestern Conference?

The Southwestern Conference is a collegiate athletic conference in the United States. It is one of the oldest conferences in the country, having been established in 1908.

What is the historical significance of the mythical honor squad?

The mythical honor squad has been published by The Thresher since 1888, making it one of the oldest college publications in the country.
542 Ask That Baseball Not Be Abolished Here

By JOE ANTHONY ROUSSEAU

It is with a feeling of relief that we offer our last edition of the 1933-34 season. As the Editor of the "Little Joe," it was my task to keep you informed of the activities of the Rice Baseball Club. Now that the season has ended, I can look back with satisfaction on a season of good fortune and success. I hope that you will agree with me in this sentiment.

This year was the most successful season in the history of the Rice Baseball Club. We finished the year with a record of 12-2, which is the highest percentage of victories ever achieved by a Rice team. Our only defeat was on June 14, when we lost to the University of Texas, 4-1, in a game played at Houston. The team was at its best when it needed to be, and we can look back on a season of great pride.

The team was led by Captain Reuben Albaugh, a hard-hitting first baseman, and Andy Anderson, a fine pitcher. The team was bolstered by the presence of such stars as Ben Smith, who batted .350 for the season, and Harry Johnson, who led the team in hitting with a .370 average. The team also had the services of such fine players as Les Lee, who was the team's leading pitcher, and Harry Hunt, who played first base.

The team played a fine series of games against other colleges, and we can look back on a season of great pride.

Let us all look forward to the season of 1934-35, and hope for another successful campaign for the Rice Baseball Club.